Sailing West
King George V School, Ashfield, Jamie -15

I

went on a sailing journey to the west, from Australia to the United Kingdom
I raced the ocean waves to be the quickest sailor
The ocean waves have very big motions, we were under the thunder and lightning storm
We survived. It was the night
It was in complete darkness. It was scary
I went to sleep. It was bumpy
When I woke up I saw where I was. Suddenly there was a monkey in front of me, he was a bit lanky.
But then I started to like the monkey, I named him Sam, he kept me company.
I wanted to win the race. I wanted to be the first person to sail west. I wanted to be quickest.
The monkey helped me with directions to England. But then I ended up in Finland.

Bang
King George V School, Hoeflich, Alex - 14

T

here was a loud noise
Two shots fired
My women on the ground
It felt like my heart was shattered. I knew the time was right
It was time to make my journey to the west, to tell them what carnage unraveled
When I arrived in the UK bombs was raining down like raindrops. I saw my brother dripping with blood, it
flowed so swiftly that it ended in a flood
I look everywhere for shelter but there was no place for me to enter
My life flashed before my eyes
There was nothing to live for, everything that I loved was gone
My tears were falling from my eyes
The allies came to save the day
How could we be saved? The allies went
We were swept away like a wave

Diving in the West
King George V School, Pek, Maxx - 14

J

oining the diving club was a great idea
On the weekends we have fun diving and planning sleepovers
Under the ocean it is warm, cool and wavy
Rice, egg, ham & vegetables give us power & energy to dive deeper
Neither of us are tired of diving in Sai Kung, we Just want to
Experience diving in the west
Yellow trumpet fish are the Philippines, but we want to see Sea lions!
To make a wish come true we want to swim with sea lions in the west!
Our diving skills are getting better, will our mums let us go?
The Journey will be long, but it will be great
Hong Kong is where we practiced our breathing & sign language
Eventually we will ask and wish
So one day we will be allowed to make our diving Journey to the west.

Diving in the West Waters
King George V School, Shum, Lok - 14

J

oining the diving club in Hong Kong was the best idea ever, thank you to my mum.
On the weekends we have fun diving and planning sleepovers with the dive master and my friends.

Under the ocean it is wet, deep and cold. I like it. The fish are beautiful. I wonder what the fish are like
near Spain.
At lunch times we eat rice with egg and drink iced milk tea, it’s always very yummy.
The lunch gives me more power to dive with the fish in the deeper water. I wonder what the diving food
is like in England.
I have a dream to swim with the big whales in the West. They are bigger than me!
I wish to dive in different waters, with different fish and different lunch.
I hope one day I will be a good enough diver to make my journey to the west.

Almost a Greek Tragedy
Korean International Springboard, Lee, Joshua - 17

O

nce upon a time, Zeus wanted to steal Tripitaka he wanted to do this because he wanted Tripitaka's
knowledge. Tripitaka, Sun Wukong, Piggy and Sandy were searching for the secret scriptures in
Greece. When suddenly lightning flew down from the sky. Tripitaka's white horse threw him on
the floor and a lightning bolt went around his body and captured him. When Sun Wukong tried to help he
was struck by a lightning bolt and was unable to move. Zeus then sent a wind that made Tripitaka fly up to
Mount Olympus. Zeus told Tripitaka that he would destroy him because he had too much knowledge.
Tripitaka said “So be it, but first could you answer a question?”
Zeus started to laugh, “Okay! Ask me anything but it won't help you.”
Tripitaka asked. “Are you the strongest God in all of the universe?”
Zeus answered, “Yes of course, my lightning is the strongest thing in the whole world. Nothing can beat it,
except for me.”
Tripitaka said “I don't believe it, if you wrap yourself in your lightning then I bet you can't escape.”
Zeus laughed again. “Of course I can! Then he threw lightning bolts around himself.” He couldn't move. As
much as he tried, he was stuck. The Tripitaka summoned Sun Wukong’s special cloud and he flew down to
where Piggy and Sandy were trying to help Sun Wukong escape from the lightning bolts. Tripitaka, being
very clever then told Sun Wukong to make himself very small so that the lightning bolts fell off. As for Zeus
he had to wait until the power from his lightning bolts wore off. Then they continued their journey.

Friends to the Rescue
Korean International Springboard, Mak, Arthur - 15

O

nce upon a time, there were aliens who were the worst enemies from another planet. They
believed that the most intelligent being on earth was Tripitaka. So they decided to go and steal
Tripitaka’s amazing knowledge which was creating powerful weapons.

On earth, Tripitaka kept cruising on his journey, alongside his three powerful protectors, Sun Wukong, Piggsy
and Sandy. Suddenly, they felt something that was really near to them. They saw a flying saucer.
Sun Wu Kong shouted, “Hey, what is that? What do they want from us?”.
Piggsy who was observing everything replied, “Let’s wait and see!”.
Sandy started to reply to Sun Wukong and Piggsy, ”Guys, I have a bad feeling about this!”.
Tripitaka said loudly to his protectors, “We better get out here now!”.
They tried to get out of there immediately, but it was too late.
The aliens attacked Tripitaka, tortured him and he fainted. Only by using special chemical combination they
could steal his powerful knowledge. They talked to each other with their evil laugh, “Hahahaha, bingo! We
finally stole his precious knowledge. Let’s get back to our planet.”
Now the aliens went back to their planet in the speed of light.
Piggsy and Sandy asked Sun Wukong, “What are we going to do, captain? They stole the knowledge from
our master! We can’t let these guys get away.” This gave Sun Wu Kong a special idea and reply, “I think we
need to call the others for help!”
Back to the aliens ‘evil plans, with Tripitaka‘s knowledge they could easily take over the universe. They
became unstoppable. They started with taking over the earth. They then took the next planet but suddenly
the three protectors of Tripitaka appeared. The protectors brought other gods for back-up. All the gods with
the three protectors defeated the evil aliens with their powerful cosmic powers. Sun Wu Kong flew straight
forward to save their master and said, “Don’t worry, I’m coming for you!” They restored Tripitaka‘s
knowledge. Peace on earth was restored. Then they continued their journey. Tripitaka started to think, “There
will be more evil ones on Earth who would want to get their hands on my knowledge.” He told his
protectors about his thoughts. They replied to Tripitaka, “Who knows, maybe? We will keep and protect you,
because we will always by your side, master.”

